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DEDICATION 
This anthology is 
dedicated to the many 
young men and women 
who have worked 
diligently to invent new 
technologies. Their hard 
work and dedication have 
ueated many pathways 
for individuals to think 
"outside the box" for 
creative writing. This 
work has also given 
educators many tools fo1· 
engaging and inspiring 
thefr students. 
Foreword 
Research is creating new knowledge, 
Opening onr minds to endless possibilities. 
Creativity in the classroom will keep our students actively learning. 
Knowledge is power! 
Sharing provides a powerful avenue for creative teaching. 
Technology will 11ot intimidate us. 
Apple apps offer many options for creative writing instruction. 
Reading is the key to lem•ning. 
Student gl'Owth is the ultimate goal in the w1·iling classroom. 
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Michelle Chesson 
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Demonstration Summaries 
I Can Haiku, Can You? 
9 
Poetry is a way to express ideas in a non-threatening way because of its simplicity, 
sho1iness, laek of rigid rules, and either freedom OR pattern; therefore, poetry provides an 
excellent writing starting point with my 5th graders. 
The structure of this lesson exemplifies the explicit method of instruction in that it 
contains teacher modeling, group practice, partner practice, and individual practice. It also 
includes mentor texts, sharing, and technology. 
The lesson begins with showing the class an example of a haiku poem and having them 
list the characteristics of the poem with the class sharing and discussing the characteristics. 
Students will pair up to complete a haiku worksheet to reinforce the haiku characteristics. The 
teacher then shows more examples of haiku poems as a way for students to gather ideas for 
creating their own. At this point, the students will help the teacher create one haiku with paiiners 
creating another haiku afterwards. The sharing of these haikus will spark some additional ideas 
for even more haikus. Then the students will individually create their own haiku. Afterwards the 
students will meet in response groups for revising/editing purposes. Finally, students will publish 
their haikus in a word document, in the form of a flip book using Flip Snack. 
Shannon Clark 
The Changing Earth: Layers, Plates, & Quakes 
Through this lesson, students will gain a better understanding of the layers of the eatih, 
different plates that make up the crust, and the mechanics of emihquakes. This class will also 
discuss the different properties of each layer, what happens at different plate boundaries, and the 
difference between the four types of seismic waves. Students will do an activity with Starburst 
candies to demonstrate how heat, pressure, and time make a difference in how each layer of the 
eatih is formed into metamorphic rock. Students will decipher what type of boundary forms 
mountains and volcanoes, separates continents, or cause land to slide against itself. An 
explanation wil) be given as to how, why, and where earthquakes occur. Students will learn 
about P-waves, S-waves, R-waves, and L-waves and discover which waves cause the most 
destruction during an earthquake, which can travel through all layers of the earth, and which 
travel the fastest or slowest. To conclude the lesson, students will create a foldable, in groups, to 
demonstrate what they have learned about the different layers of the earth. Students will fold 
their paper ve1iically and divide it into four parts horizontally. Students will label each layer and 
illustrate what each layer is composed of on the outside of their foldable. On the inside of the 
foldable, the students will write interesting facts they have learned about each of the different 
layers of the eatih. Students will share their foldables with the entire class to showcase what they 





In this teacher demonstration, the students are introduced to Life Lessons in writing 
through the use of aphorisms. The students begin by responding to the journal prompt, "In three 
sentences or less, sum up the best advice you have ever been given." Next, the students will 
review background information of Benjamin Franklin through an interactive PowerPoint. 
During this PowerPoint, students will learn the definition of an aphorism. Students will read 
examples of aphorisms that have been passed down orally for many generations. Students will 
also share aphorisms they may use or have heard friends and family members say. The students 
will then be placed into groups to read and interpret their favorite aphorism from Poor Richard's 
Almanack. The students will share their interpretations with the class as well as their advice 
from their journal. Finally, the students will create individual illustrations of their favorite 
aphorism. They can use paper, markers and paint, or they can create their illustration digitally 
using ToonDoo. They will be given QR codes to scan to view a tutorial on how to navigate this 
website. They will also scan a QR code that will show them a visual example of an illustration 
of an aphorism on www.toondoo.com. Lastly, the students will present their illustrations to the 
class and hang them in the classroom. 
Holley Harmon 
Poetry One-Pager 
The one-pager is a versatile teaching technique that can be applied to any subject or 
grade for group or individual work. It is a method by which teachers can choose subject material 
and an outline for students to use while creating their one page masterpieces. It can be completed 
on notebook paper, construction paper, poster board, or software programs for the technology 
integrated classes. Completed work can be displayed in the classroom, used by students for 
presentation pieces, or used as a study guide. 
Depending on schedules, projects may be completed in one class or divided into smaller 
segments across several days. Students enjoy the creativity component and, in essence, each one-
pager becomes a work of art that they will share with each other, often competing to have the 
best piece. This process enhances learning because it appeals to the various learning styles. 
One example of this technique is a poetry one-pager. Students are given information 
about a poet and a poem that person has written. The following information is the outline of 
details the students must include for this project: (1.) Poet name ( 2.) Three interesting facts 
about the poet (3.) Title of poem (4.) Theme (5.) Key words (6.) Key phrases (7.) Favorite 
Quotation (8.) A picture to illustrate the main idea. 




Modernism by Example 
The purpose of this activity is to help students identify practitioners and examples of Modernism 
across culture so that they can better understand the concept. First, the teacher gives a definition 
of Modernism along with a sho1t discussion of the different types of work from each area of 
study and an example. Students create a PowerPoint presentation including examples of 
Modernism from art, architecture, literature, and music. The PowerPoint must include at least 
one audio/video example and at least one visual. Preferably, students are encouraged to find 
visuals examples from each area of study. The students then share their presentations with the 
rest of the class. This activity can later be tied to a writing assignment or larger project. 
Linda Lyle 
Declaring Our Independence: Using Role-Play Writing with the Declaration of 
Independence 
The purpose of this lesson is to allow the students to become actively engaged in role-
play while using the Declaration of Independence as a guide for their own expository writing. 
Groups of students are given a bag of objects and a set of instrnctions. As the bell ringer is 
completed, the students become confused and aggravated. This activity is used to simulate the 
confusion and frustration the colonists felt against King George. The lesson begins with 
background information: the life of Thomas Jefferson, an abbreviated timeline of events leading 
up to the writing of the Declaration, and a quick review of rhetoric and parallel structure. After 
reading the Declaration as a class, the students create a declaration template, using Jefferson's as 
a model. Suddenly the class is visited by Queen Monroebella, an evil monarch who insists on 
passing out copies of her new life rnles to the students. After hearing the decree from Queen 
Momoebella, the students decide to rebel. The students then draft their own declaration against 
the queen, using parallel structure to complete their rhetorical piece. 
Jennifer Monroe 
Role-Play Writing in the Classroom 
In this demonstration, the concept of games-based learning and role-play and outlined the 
pedagogical research behind them were introduced. An example of how the presenter integrated 
games-based learning into the classroom was discussed and some examples of the products of 
the students' role-play writing were presented. The guidelines for the role-play writing activity 
were are follows: each group would select a poem and a role to adopt in order to analyze the 
poem ( either an historian, a detective, a psychologist, or a journalist), and then create a piece of 
writing that communicated their theory or understanding of their selected poem. Afterwards, 
each group shared their pieces of writing and the fellows discussed and commented on them. 
Tanya T. Sasser 
"My wish, for you, is that this life becomes all that you want it to, 
Your dreams stay big, and your worries stay small, 
You never need to carry more than you can hold, 
And while you're out there getting where you're getting to, 
I hope you know somebody loves you, and wants the same things too, 
Yeah, this, is my wish." 
Rascal Flatts,"My Wish" 
ihannon Clark 
Clark 12 
Journey to the Center of my Brain 
What are my beliefs? What drives me in my classroom? These are the questions that have 
been tunning through my mind lately. Swiftly, I might add. © I have been thinking a lot lately 
about the new common core standards along with our current reading curriculum as well as the 
best practices that I want to implement into my classroom. You might say to me that all of that 
together makes for an overwhelming amount of information that is hard to sift through. I would 
tell you that you're correct! This has led me to the decision of stepping away from it all and 
really thinking about MY beliefs concerning teaching and learning. I can assure you I have quite 
a few of these beliefs. It is in this writing that I hope to reveal the driving force that make me the 
teacher that I am, and in so doing I also hope to find a connection between these beliefs AND the 
standards AND the curriculum AND the best practices. Please join me on this journey to the 
center of my brain. 
First of all, I want to switch the order of the two questions above and address the second 
one first. What drives me in my classroom? Passion. A passion for the kids, a passion for student 
learning and understanding, a passion for teaching, a passion for the newness of each day and the 
ability to start fresh, a passion for my own continued learning, a passion for worlds not yet 
explored, Passion. I can't fathom a career without passion. What a dry and dull thing that would 
be. Passion is defined as several different things in the dictionary. I will use one of those 
definitions here to give you a sense of what it means- "any powerful or compelling emotion or 
feeling". This sums up my passion precisely. My passion is a powerful feeling that I have which 
compels me to act in the best interest of my students. 
The other, and more important, question that needs to be explored is: "What are my 
beliefs?" I have many beliefs, so should we call them a smorgasbord, a conglomeration, or a 
Clark 13 
buffet? I'm thinking that conglomeration may best describe the many beliefs that are constantly 
running around in my mind. An assottment of beliefs that shape my teaching is listed below: 
1. Students need to think, listen, talk, read, write, and interact to have ownership of their 
learning. This equals engagement. 
2. Rote memorization has its place, but does not produce the critical thinking that we all 
strive for. Application in a new setting portrays true learning and understanding. 
3. Choice needs to be available when possible. 
An analysis of these beliefs is inherent to the understanding of them. Let's start with #1. 
#1- This belief best pottrays my own learning process. I can do something alone and get it. 
However, talking with someone else about it, listening to another's thoughts, reading about it, 
thinking about it, writing about my thinking, and the interaction with others are POWERFUL 
things. Often my thinking about a concept changes tln·oughout the learning process depending on 
the amount of time that is devoted to all of these things. My conclusion is that if this type of 
learning process helps me, an educated adult, then obviously it is beneficial to our students. 
#2- Memorization of ce1tain concepts, skills, procedures, and content is crucial. On the other 
hand, if memorization is the only type of learning we ask of our students, then memorized 
answers might be the only kind of learning we get back from our students. I completely believe 
in schema, or background knowledge, in that it leads to an understanding of what is being read or 
studied. But without an authentic application of this schema, we still won't know if our students 
truly understand. 
#3. Ahhh .... choice. I'm going to use "reading" to explain this one. I love to read. I love to read 
what I want to read. I love to talk about what I'm reading. I love to write about reading. So ifl 
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was told that I could only read THIS book or THAT book, or if I had to take a test after reading 
EACH book, and ifl could NEVER talk to someone about what I was reading-well to be 
honest, I would be miserable. I really don't think I would look fo1ward to reading as I do now. 
Passion is the fuel that drives these beliefs. Actually, my beliefs can be condensed into 
three words: Engagement, Application, and Choice. These three words are what shape my 
teaching beliefs which shape my classroom. Without these practices I wouldn't even want to be 
in my own classroom each day.© 
In conclusion, PASSION is the vehicle which drives me to atTive at my destinations of 
ENGAGEMENT, APPLICATION, and CHOICE. Do you need a ride? 
OBSESSION 
W O R D S 
are the creation of stories of 
FAMILY, FRIENDSHIP, LOVE, AND LIFE 
journeys through new lands 
encounters with new people 





Engulfed by PASSION 
Fueled by OBSESSION 
All from those tiny symbols on paper called 
W O R D S 
Images from http://www.goodreads.com 
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The Power of Twitter 
Since discovering twitter, I feel that I have grown tenfold as an educator. Twitter has 
expanded my Personal Learning Network which has led to new learning in many ways. 
Connecting with educators all over the United States and even the world has been an 
invigorating experience. An example of the power of twitter is book chats. 
Moderating a book chat ( something I never thought I would do) has been one result of the 
power of twitter. Through this chatter about teaching, classrooms, ideas, and books, I ended up 
connecting with Allison, a 3rd grade teacher in Arizona, about a few professional books that we 
had read. These discussions led to the idea that we should moderate a twitter book chat about one 
of them. We chose one that had become near and dear to our heart--Notice and Note: Close 
Reading by Kylene Beers and Bob Probst. We set up a schedule for our twitter book chat and 
began promoting it right away. 
This three week twitter chat that started as an idea between two friends has grown by 
leaps and bounds. Both of the authors, along with their publisher, Heinemann Publishing, have 
been a huge pmt. Kylene has even helped guide us along the way with question prompts to post 
during the twitter chat. Our very first chat resulted in our "trending" on twitter that night. © 
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We had also decided to create a Facebook group page for those that could not be a part of 
the weekly twitter chats and as a way to hold future discussions. The Facebook group now has 
over 300 members. We never imagined this type of response. Once again, the power of twitter. 
For those of you who are interested in entertaining the idea of moderating a twitter chat, 
here are some suggestions: 
1. Open up the chat by setting some ground rules and encouraging introductions. 
2. It's good to have two moderators so that one can post the questions while the other one is 
keeping an eye on the time. 
3. When posting questions, always use this type of format: QI, Q2, etc. Ask that responses 
be labeled A 1, A2, etc. for easy reference. 
4. Have your questions predetermined. 
5. Use a platform during the chat that will allow you to only see tweets for this particular 
chat. Examples are tweet deck, twubs, and tweet chat. This will also allow you to archive 
the chat for those that couldn't be a part of it. 
6. Retweet, retweet, retweet. 
7. Always thank everyone at the end of the chat, and REMEMBER to provide a link for the 
archived chat. 
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Book chats are just one way of enhancing learning through twitter. This type of professional 
development has been more empowering than any I have ever done. The conversations have 
confirmed a lot of my thinking as well as enlightened my mind toward new ideas. 
Clark 17 
Whispers 
The whispering of pages, new friendships beckoning to me, calling me closer-shall I jump in? 
Why, of course. It's a chance to explore a new world, softly floating, 
mesmerized by the stories that are told, the laughter that is shared, 
the tears that are shed, and sometimes, the anger that is felt. 
Layers upon layers of words, and phrases, and sentences 
That all come together to create a story. 
The whispering of pages ... 
"I'm proud to be an American, 
where at least I know I'm free. And I won't forget the men who 
died, who gave that right to me." 
-Lee Greenwood, God Bless The USA 
Absent 
So many are gone-
No longer can I see-
The thoughts are too much-
All I can do is weep. 
Time has passed-
Their voices have gone-
Silhouettes are fading-




Waiting until we all reunite. 
Farley 18 
11111 ; 
Shift almost over, 
Only a quarter to go. 
Drop a load, 
Drop a load, 
Drop a load, 
Boom! 
Molten aluminum, 
Fire and debris. 
Backward motion, 
Engulfed in flame. 
Confusion and smoke, 
Not understanding. 
Shock and pain, 
What has happened to me? 
Sirens wail slicing the asphalt, 
Rotors chop the atmosphere. 
Silenced and pierced, 
Drips and beeps fill the air. 
Spirit fading, 
Heart congested. 
Struggling to aleii, 
Confusion abounds. 
Fading away, 
No holding back. 
Silent farewells, 
Empty shell, glory bound. 
Farley 19 
I want to be a rock star in my classroom. 
I wonder if I'll ever get the chance to show that I can TWIRL. 
I hear the shout for Highly Qualified Educators in Math and Technology. 
I see the potential with Go Math and Wonders. 
I want to change the world, one school year at a time. 
I want to be a rock star in my classroom. 
I pretend everything is okay, but inside I am losing faith. 
I feel so anxious; will I have a classroom in the fall? 
I touch the sky and ask, "Lord, please lead the way." 
I worry what will I do ifI don't get to teach? 
I cry silently. 
I can be a rock star in my classroom, if only I am given a chance. 
I understand the importance of the NEW Common Core! 
I say "Look at me! Please give me a chance ... " 
I dream of the day I find my forever classroom home. 
I try to stay positive through proration and sequester. 
I hope to do well during my many interviews. 
I WILL be a rock star in my classroom, when they finally hire me. 
Farley 20 
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The Invisible Bully 
Have you ever had a dream where you could not see the faces of the other people? This 
is often a scary scenario, but that is what Cyberbullying is like. Cyberbullying is the willful and 
repeated harm inflicted through the use of computers, cell phones, and other electronic devices. 
Through technology the bully is able to "attack" his or her victim without ever looking that 
person in the eye. Victims do not see the bully, only the words they type .... 
When we think about a bully, we generally think of someone who is physically bigger 
and stronger than we are. Because of our view of what a bully looks like, we often have a hard 
time believing that some children are cyber bullies. Cyber bullies can look like the traditional 
bully, and some cyberbullies could be victims of face-to-face bullies or just be a child or 
teenager who wants to show off what he or she can do and get away with online. Due to the 
variety in appearance of cyber bullies, it is often hard for parents and teachers to pick out the 
bully. It is our job as educators and parents to listen to our children and look for the signs of 
bullying. 
There are warning signs, or red flags, that could let educators know that a child in their 
classroom is either a victim of cyberbullying or is a cyber bully. According to the Cyberbullying 
Research Center, a child may be a victim of Cyberbullying if he or she 'appears to be uneasy 
about going to school or anywhere public, appears to be angry, depressed, or frustrated after 
using the computer, and even has become abnormally withdrawn from usual friends.' Also, 
according to the Cyberbullying Research Center, children may be cyber bullies if they 'quickly 
switch screens or close programs when the teacher walks by, use multiple online accounts or use 
an account that is not their own, or laugh excessively while using the computer.' These are only 
a few of the warning signs; there are many signals that a student may be being cyber bullied or 
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be a cyber bully. It will take careful observation of the teacher or parent to determine if there 
could be a problem. 
When a cyberbullying situation takes place, many people involved, not just the bully and 
victim are involved According to Liz Perle, there are four roles involved in cyberbullying: 1) 
cyber bully, 2) target/victim, 3) bystanders, and 4) upstanders. The cyber bully's role is obvious; 
he or she is the individual who is using some form of technology to deliberately attack the 
target/victim. The victim is also obvious; the victim is the individual that is being attacked via 
the Internet, text messages, social media, etc. We often think that cyberbullying only involves 
the bully and victim, but just like with face-to-face bullying, there are others who are aware of 
the situation, but choose to not become involved or to become involved. The next two roles, 
bystanders and upstanders, can be very impo1tant in breaking or continuing the cycle of bullying. 
The bystander's role is that of an observer; bystanders are aware that a child is being bullied, but 
choose to stand on the sidelines and not say anything. Bystanders are either unsympathetic to the 
situation, afraid of the bully turning on them, or just don't know what to do. The upstander's 
role is a positive role; upstanders actively try to break the cycle of bullying by standing up for the 
victim, telling a teacher or other adult, and even directly standing up to the bully. That we 
educate all children on the impact of cyberbullying. We must educate children how to handle a 
cyberbullying situation and help children develop a sense of empathy and respect for one 
another. 
How prevalent is cyberbullying? Each day 160,000 students stay home because of 
bullying, states the Cyberbullying Research Center. Cyberbullying is an international problem. 
Children ages 9-16 around the world deal with receiving nasty or harmful messages online every 
day. Six percent of European children, 34.3 percent of Belgium children, 52 percent of Polish 
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children, 14.1 percent German children, 10 percent of Japanese children, 27 percent of Spanish 
children, and 42 percent of American children have reported being bullied via their mobile 
phones, emails, websites, biogs, or social media. The majority of these children did not know 
the identity of their bully. 
"Seventy-six percent of people ages 14-24 say that digital abuse is a serious problem" 
and with the effects of cyberbullying ranging from depression and anxiety to decrease academic 
achievement to suicide what can we do, as educators, when we become aware of a cyberbullying 
situation. Cyberbullying does not always occur at school; it usually occurs off campus, so can, 
and should, a school do anything about the bullying? Yes, because the effects of the bullying 
carry over into the school environment. As a teacher, the first thing one needs to be aware of is 
what is the policy of the system and school on bullying. Teachers should keep any evidence of 
cyberbullying they discover. The evidence should be dated, and description of the incident 
should be included with it, too. Teachers can collect the evidence by taking screen shots, and 
printing emails and/or text messages. The evidence should then be shared with the school 
counselor and principal. Should law enforcement become involved? Maybe. At this time, there 
is no federal law on cyberbullying, but forty-nine states have bullying laws. Seventeen states 
included cyberbullying into their law. Alabama does not currently have a cyberbullying clause 
in its bullying law, but does have an electronic harassment clause. Alabama also requires 
schools to have a bullying policy, but it does not include off campus behaviors. The cause of the 
disparity in the law and cyberbullying is due the fact that technology growth has skyrocketed and 
has outgrown our laws. At this time, many states are judiciously pursuing new laws to catch up 
with the boom of technology. 
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Cyberbullying is a crime that happens close to home in that the bully is generally 
someone that the child knows and could even be a friend. It will be up to those who work 
closely with our youth to stay aware and step in to help students who have become targets of 
cyberbullying. We will need to help both the victims and the bullies to end the vicious cycle of 
cyberbullying. Cyberbullying is a social problem and it will take society working together to 
solve this issue. We must educate our youth in developing proper social interactions and help 
them develop an empathetic nature to those around them. 
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"And I will love you so for always." 
Atlantic Starr, "Always" 
"Why can't my life's position always stay in the sun?" 
Ethan Baker, "Wildest Dance" 
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Facing Fears 
She stared at the door without moving, 
Without peeking or swaying 
--only fear within-
Like a frightened girl through mirrored 
Halls, 
Like a lifeless painting, 
Like a stone-faced monument 
built to stand. 
While I took the key, opened, 
While floral pastel walls 
Spun into light, 
In a million strokes, 
While decay floated 
Dryly to the floor. 
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How will Common Core change my classroom? 
Putting all opinions aside, I must now implement the state mandated Common Core Standards 
into my classroom. I admit that I am somewhat unsure how drastically this implementation will 
change my teaching practices. After reviewing the standards, I believe these objectives are not 
really new ideas. I have discovered that the standards carry the same concepts teachers already 
adhere to but with more depth and continuity. I often hear other teachers say that they are 
already teaching these standards. I think the most change will come from how they teach the 
standards instead of through the content which they are teaching. To properly implement CCS, I 
need to conduct a rigorous self-evaluation of my teaching practices and procedures. 
Many experts agree that the new standards share the same concepts and framework as current 
state standards; however, the assumption that they are 'just the same" is somewhat scary. In the 
article "Nine Ways the Common Core Will Change Classroom Practice," Robert Rothman offers 
clarification for teachers on the implementation of standards. "The Common Core Standards are 
intended to focus on fewer topics and address them in greater depth," says Rothman, a senior 
fellow at the Alliance for Excellent Education. Students are expected to move from familiar 
skills to more advanced skills throughout the year and from grade to grade. The standards build 
on one another and create a relationship that promotes a deeper understanding of the concepts, 
which leads to an overall coherence. 
The new Common Core Language A1ts Standards call for a greater emphasis on nonfiction 
literature. As much as 75 percent of the literature in high school and around half in elementary 
grades should now be nonfiction. _Nonfiction literature will consist of mainly informational texts. 
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This will require publishing companies to revise their textbooks to include more nonfiction, if 
they have not already done so. Narrative fiction will no longer be a focus. The standards will 
also call for students to write more expository prose. Students will be required to provide 
evidence to show their understanding of the texts through "evidence-based claims" and citations 
(Rothman). Students will provide evidence that they comprehend complex text, which will help 
them achieve success in college and/or career. 
The state standards now include speaking and listening, which are two aspects of language 
arts that are rarely included in course- of- study requirements. Many teachers already use small-
group instruction; however, the focus will be on the participation of the students in the groups. 
Are they actively pa11icipating? Do they comprehend the text? 
Literacy will now be an expectation across the curriculum. The new ELA Standards are not 
just for English teachers. History/social science, science and other core subject teachers will now 
be required to implement the standards. As we are making the shift toward Common Core 
Standards, our state is providing professional development opp011unities for teachers to learn and 
become comfottable with the change. 
As far as my classroom, I have been to two or tlu·ee professional development sessions on the 
CCS Standards. I still feel that I need more exposure. I would love to see live examples. For 
instance, I would benefit from seeing master teachers implementing these Standards. Many 
states are ahead of Alabama in the implementation process. Many schools are ahead of others, 
depending on the emphasis the administration is placing on the new Standards. We are no longer 
in the planning process. We are in the implementation phase. Administrators will be encouraged 
to hold teachers accountable for incorporating the standards. The standards will serve as a guide 
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for teachers and spell out what students should know at the beginning and end of the year. The 
overall goal is to prepare students for the reading and writing they will do after high school, 
which according to studies, have declined over recent years. The ELA Common Core Standards 
raise the emphasis on complexity of the text. 
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I Am a Rock Star in My Classroom 
I wonder how many of my students are really listening 
I hear the acoustics of the chairs sliding against the tile floor 
I see digital devices everywhere 
I want to teach fifty-three minutes without an interruption 
I am a rock star in my classroom 
I pretend that I have the ability to know what is going on with all the devices 
I feel that I am still quick and agile 
I touch my iPad and it collllects instantly 
I worry if I see a student not eating lunch 
I cry when I realize how quickly children grow 
I am a rock star in my classroom 
I understand that technology is the way of the future 
I say do not post to twitter or facebook during instructional time 
I dream of an app that will block social media during instruction 
I try to learn more and more to help my students 
I hope all of my students succeed 
I am a rock star in my classroom 
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Running from the threat. .. 
Racing to the prize ... 
Fleeing from the grip ... 
Rushing to the end ... 
Escaping from the past. .. 
Pressing to the future ... 
Slipping from the catch ... 
Sprinting to the goal. .. 
Falling from the cliff. .. 
Climbing to the top ... 
Living and Learning 
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Devaluation of Ownership 
The value of ownership in today's society is less apparent than in past generations. Many 
people, especially children, are given what they want without earning it or working toward it. 
These citizens are missing the essence of achievement and the growth given through the lesson 
of responsibility. A perfect example is a parent giving in to a crying child. The child receives 
instant gratification and is temporarily satisfied until he or she wishes to have something else. As 
American citizens, we are doing an injustice to our future generations by not teaching the value 
of the relationship between ownership and one's sense of self. It is much more rewarding for a 
child to earn a few dollars for picking up around the house and using his or her own money to 
purchase that special toy. The child walks away with a feeling of accomplishment as well as a 
sense ofresponsibility to take better care of the new toy. 
Unfortunately, children are not the only ones suffering from a low sense of self. Many adults 
seem to try to slide by with doing the bare minimum; consequently, we have more and more 
unemployed Americans who are perfectly able to work. The values of ownership, work ethic, 
and responsibility go hand in hand. Benjamin Franklin is a perfect example of someone who had 
a strong work ethic. Because of his work ethic, he had the confidence he would need to venture 
off to Philadelphia to open his own print shop when he was only seventeen. Although he was 
credited with many inventions and words of wisdom, he is most remembered as a diplomat. He 
transferred his sense of ownership and left Americans with oppotiunities to have the same 
experiences. Many have sponged off these freedoms and not produced. Instead they keep their 
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hand out for more. Teaching our children to become proficient in a skill or in using a God-given 
talent will strengthen their character. 
Franklin proclaimed, "The doors of wisdom are never shut." Of course, Franklin was not 
formally educated. He was not the best speller. He was poor. He was overlooked by his father; 
however, we can translate many of his words into life lessons. According to the beliefs of 
twentieth-century philosopher Jean-Paul Sartre, ownership goes beyond what is tangible. Simply 
knowing something means we "own" it. Applying the hard working skills and responsibility of 
our predecessors can lead us to a sense of not only physical accomplishments but moral 
accomplishments. These foundations allow us to have inner strength and enforce a desire to 
never quit. 
One of the greatest life lessons that can be learned from Franklin is the lesson of ownership. 
His ability to rise above his circumstances and follow his aspirations is not so readily accessible 
today. Our children encounter too many obstacles and excuses which may negate perseverance. 
They can have all the world has to offer, from technology to the latest fashion, and still be 
without a sense of self-worth. Ownership and identity can be closely related or worlds apart, 
depending on how the ownership was obtained. Throughout life, we have many examples of 
hard-working Americans, who have a strong sense of self-worth because of work ethic and 
determination. These revelations are not modern and can be found throughout the ages. Each 
generation can learn from past generations as they seek their own definition of ownership. 
Ownership for one may mean becoming proficient in a skill or learning to read or write. 
Satire thought along the same lines. When one becomes educated or skilled, then one can truly 
experience a real sense of identity. Some may argue that ownership cannot ultimately be 
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experienced until one loses something or someone. No matter if the goals are tangible 
possessions or climbing the ladder in the work force, working toward and achieving goals 
provides a self-satisfaction that cannot be purchased. The relish is in the dreaming, working and 
achieving; it is not in the reward. 
Knowledge alone can positively affect a person's sense of self. Education is more accessible 
today than ever. Children are expected to learn and are given many opportunities to succeed. 
Sure there may be circumstances that do not promote learning, such as an unhealthy home 
environment; however, children still must attend school. This is a luxury that has not always 
been available. We must teach our children to absorb all the knowledge and personal growth 
that is so freely given to them. We must leach them not to take their education lightly. We must 
instill in them a desire to work and then expect, not expect without work. By our doing so, young 
people will know what it is truly like to "own" something. 
"Climb every mountain, ford eve1y stream, 
Follow every rain bow, till you find your dream." 
"Climb Every Mountain," Rodgers and Hammerstein, 
The Sound of Music 
61or-ia tiorton 
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Singing America: Teaching Themes of Celebration and Social Justice Using the Works of 
Whitman, Hughes, and Hansberry 
As a long-time instructor of EH 102, Introduction to Literature, I have taught works by 
Walt Whitman, Langston Hughes, and Lorraine Hansberry many times; however, recently I had 
one of those "aha moments" about the strong links among these writers, which has prompted me 
to design a unit for my classroom that incorporates these authors' works as they illustrate the 
themes of social justice and celebration-literary themes that often appear separately rather than 
in the same pieces of writing. My "aha" moment also made me realize that Hughes, at least, 
alludes to Whitman's "I Hear America Singing" in his poem "I, Too" and that Hansberry's use 
ofHughes's "A Dream Deferred" at the beginning of A Raisin in the Sun was not happenstance. 
At the same time that I began my thinking about the unit's design, I also was looking for ways to 
incorporate digital elements into my classroom; therefore, the unit that resulted is multimedia in 
nature. 
The learning outcomes for the unit are stated below: 
I. Students will gain clear definitions of the terms "celebration" and "social justice" and 
will understand how Walt Whitman, Langston Hughes, and Lorraine Hansberry used these 
motifs in some of their major works. 
2. Students will gain experience in multimedia approaches to the study ofliterature. 
3. Students will have a deeper appreciation of literature as a vehicle for looking at 
universal truths that span broad spectrums of time and place. 
4. Students will have new technologies to use for writing assignments. 
With these SLOs in mind, I decided to open my unit with a song about celebration, which I 
downloaded from the i-Tunes store onto my iPad. The song I chose was Kool and the Gang's 
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"Celebrate," although other songs about the theme of"celebration" would work just as well." 
The students, after listening to the song, will brainstorm the word "celebrate" by discussing 
things that we celebrate such as birthdays, independence, graduation, etc. The students will then 
listen to another song, this one with the theme of social justice. Any number of songs will work 
to introduce the theme. Going to lyrics.com and typing the keyword "social justice" will give an 
extensive list of possibilities. Once again, the students will brainstorm the term, as well as the 
associated term of "injustice." Certainly, the expectation is that students will come up with a 
long list of injustices, including slavery, segregation, gender discrimination, and others; however, 
the next part of the activity will send the students to the Internet to look these terms up on 
dictionaty.com. They will not only find the definitions, but they will find synonyms and other 
information about the terms there as well. When they have a good list of words associated with 
the terms "celebrate" and "social justice," they will create some kind of graphic representation of 
the terms using a tool such as Wardle, Tagxedo, Glogster, or a crossword template from among 
those to be found on the web. Using the graphic representation will not only help the students to 
retain the meanings of the words, but will also help them to become engaged in the works they 
are about to study. 
The next patt of the unit will be to look at the poetry of Walt Whitman, especially his "I 
Hear America Singing." This pmt of the unit will include a brief Power Point presentation by the 
instructor about the author's life and works. Students will do a close reading of the poem to 
determine what the poem celebrates; they will also be asked to make inferences about why 
Whitman chose the people he included in the poem. The close reading will be done with the 
following instructions: 
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1. Listen to the oral reading of the poem (I used a reading I found on the "Walt Whitman" 
page at poets.org). 
2. Read a hard copy of the text. 
3. Circle any words that aren't understood. 
4. List all the people who are celebrated. 
5. Discuss in pairs why those people are included in the poem instead of others. 
6. Do an Internet search on Walt Whitman's poem. 
7. Discuss how the poem relates to the themes of celebration and social justice. 
8. Share two pieces of information about Walt Whitman on an exit slip (a piece of paper 
or a note card turned in as students leave the classroom). 
Students will learn from classroom discussion that Walt Whitman was considered to be the most 
nonjudgmental of poets and that he truly celebrated everyone. Students will explore passages 
from "Song of Myself," "The Sleepers," and other Whitman poems to gain an understanding of 
how the themes of celebration and social justice run throughout his works. 
Where the poems of Whitman, especially "I Hear America Singing," are a springboard 
for the unit, the poetry of Langston Hughes is the heart of the unit, and since Langston Hughes 
and the Harlem Renaissance are completely inte1twined, the study of Hughes will begin with a 
brief biographical Power Point and a Y ouTube video about the Harlem Renaissance. A number 
of excellent YouTube presentations are available; some of these are listed on the "List of 
Resources" page at the end of this lesson. (A word of advice-be sure to preview any videos you 
show about the Harlem Renaissance or any other topic in your classroom to ensure there are no 
inappropriate materials for the age group you may be doing the lesson with.) After students 
become acquainted with the framework in which Hughes wrote, they will become more familiar 
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with his philosophy of poetry. This will be accomplished through a choral reading of "The Negro 
Artist and the Racial Mountain." The instructor will have a script that will have numbered 
inse1tion points for quotations from the essay. Students will have slips of paper with the 
quotation they will read numbered correspondingly. The selected quotations are the gist of the 
essay's meaning, and when students have completed the choral reading, they will be aware of 
Hughes' rationale for writing about (and celebrating) his own race. The following quotations will 
be incorporated into the script: 
1. " ... for no great poet has ever been afraid of being himself." 
2."and so the word white comes to be unconsciously a symbol of all virtues." 
3." ... to interest himself in interpreting the beauty of his own people. He is never 
taught to see that beauty." 
4. "He is taught rather not to see it." 
5."But then there are the lowdown folks, the common element.. .not too important to 
themselves ... " 
6 .... "they do not particularly care whether they are like white folks or anybody else." 
7 .... "not afraid of spirituals, as for a long time their more intellectual brethren were ... " 
8. "Jazz is their child." 
9. "They still hold their own individuality in the face of American standards." 
10 .... "the great Negro artist, the one who is not afraid to be himself." 
11. ... "I try to grasp and hold some of the meanings and rhythms of jazz." 
12. "Jazz ... is one of the inherent expressions of Negro life in America;" 
13. "the eternal tom-tom beating in the Negro soul-the tom-tom of revolt against 
weariness in a white world ... the tom-tom of joy and laughter, and pain swallowed in a smile." 
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14 .... "it is the duty of the younger Negro mtist ... to change ... that old whispering, 'I want 
to be white ... to 'Why should I want to be white? I am a Negro-and beautiful." 
15. "We younger Negro artists who create now intend to express our individual dark-
skinned selves without fear or shame." 
16. "If white people are pleased, we are glad. If they are not, their displeasure doesn't 
matter, either." 
17. "We build our temple for tomorrow, strong as we know how, and we stand on top of 
the mountain, free within ourselves." 
With this foundation on Hughes, students will be ready to look at specific poems-"I, 
Too," "The Negro Speaks of Rivers," "Mother to Son," and "Let America Be America Again"--
as poems dealing with social justice and celebration. They will be able to hear Hughes reading 
some of these poems through YouTube technology (see list of resources); they will also spend 
time comparing Whitman's "I Hear America Singing" and "I, Too" for similarities of theme in 
light of the earlier look at Whitman. This part of the unit will conclude with a look at two other 
poems of Hughes, "Let America Be America Again" and "A New Song." (Side note: As I looked 
at "Let America Be America Again," I noted similarities to Martin Luther King's "I Have a 
Dream" speech that I thought might be worth pursuing for a future unit). Possible formats for 
culmination of this portion are digital essay, Power Point presentations, Glogster posters, blog 
posts, and video creations. 
The final portion of this unit on themes of celebration and social justice moves from 
poetry into the realm of drama. Lorraine Hansberry, according to her biographers, was an active 
spokesperson for social justice in her masterpiece A Raisin in the Sun, in the other works she 
penned in her brief career, and in her life itself. A Raisin in the Sun, from its beginning words, 
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can be linked to the ideas of Langston Hughes because his "A Dream Deferred" is the preface to 
the play. Like Whitman and Hughes, Hansberry addresses the social injustices to which her 
characters have been subjected, such as racial prejudice, job discrimination, the abuses 
associated with slavery, and others. As she does this, though, she uses symbolism and other 
devices to show both injustice AND celebration. For example, Beneatha's name symbolizes that 
she is constantly trying to rise to a higher place through becoming a doctor, through taking guitar 
lessons and riding lessons, and through trying to immerse herself in her heritage. Lena, the 
matriarch of the Younger family, the "glue" that holds the family together, knows social injustice 
firsthand, but she always finds ways to celebrate, to look forward. Her scraggly plant, another 
symbol in the play, represents the tenacity needed to survive in the face of adverse conditions 
like prejudice and discrimination. As students study this play tlu·ough video screening of the play 
(my favorite version is the Sidney Poitier/Ruby Dee version), they will be asked to find other 
ways the play deals with the themes of social justice and celebration. They will look closely at at 
least two scenes-the one in which Walter and Beneatha are "performing" the African dance and 
that in which Lena talks about being descended from five generations of slaves-to see how 
Hansberry uses words and actions to pmiray theme. 
Upon completion of the unit, students should have a good understanding of how certain 
themes span different periods of literature because of the universal nature of these themes and 
how writers may approach the same ideas in quite different ways. Students should also be able to 
relate what they have learned through the study of the works of Whitman, Hughes, and 
Hansberry to the real-world experiences that are part of their lives. Finally, students will, tlu·ough 
the variety of activities in the unit, be better prepared to explore other subjects using twenty-first 
century technologies. 
List of Resources 
YouTube videos on the Harlem Renaissance: 
http:ljwww.youtube.com/watch7v-GIPaSgnjuOI 
http://www.youtube.com/watch7v-XVnEd9S1Drw 
YouTube Videos on Hughes' poems: 
"I, Too 11 
http:ljwww.youtube.com/watch7v-oiCWngPt-L4 
"The Negro Speaks of Rivers" 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v-V425SdNWIJU 















Kool and the Gang. "Celebration." Celebrate! 1981. 
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"When Christ shall come, with shout of acclamation, 
And take me home, what joy shall fill my heart. 
Then I shall bow, in humble adoration, 
And then proclaim: "My God, how great Thou art!" 
Then sings my soul, My Saviour God, to Thee, 
How great Thou art, How great Thou art." 
Reverend and Mrs. Stuart K. Hine, "How great Thou art" 
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The Flying Tree Adventures 
One morning, I was sitting on my back porch eating breakfast with Fluffy, my 
white, blue-eyed kitten. As I fed her a bite of bacon, I heard a strange noise. 
"Did you hear that?" I asked Fluffy as I looked around the back yard. She did not 
seem to be paying attention since she was tearing into her crispy bacon. 
Frightened, I hardly moved as I rolled my eyes to scan the wooded back yard. I 
just HAD to know what made the noise. All of a sudden, there it was! The biggest tree in 
the yard was bouncing as ifit were trying to lift off to outer space like a rocket ship! 
Standing in amazement, I shouted, "Mama! Come quickly! You will never 
believe this!" I had forgotten that she was in the shower and could not hear me, and I was 
too frightened to move. I must have startled the tree because, about that time, it magically 
lifted off the ground without even leaving a hole. The place where it once stood looked as 
if nothing had happened, making a good disguise for a flying tree. 
The tree zoomed around the yard in circles and waves, forward and backwards. 
Before I realized it, it was hovering in front of me. To my surprise, it reached out to me 
with a branch, opened it's eyes, and spoke! 
"Hello there. My name is Bernard. What's your name?" 
At first, I could not speak. Bernard gently tapped my right arm with the end of a 
branch. "Never seen a flying tree before?" 
"N-n-n-noooooooo, sir," I slowly replied as I looked into his huge blue eyes. "I'm 
John." 
"It's nice to meet you, John. How old are you?" 
"Seven," I replied. 
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"I've been taking children for rides for over 150 years and I never dropped a 
single one," he smiled. "Would you like to go for a ride?" 
Before I realized it, I was climbing the branch, making my way to Bernard's 
ttunk. As soon as I buckled my safety belt, off we went! 
"Wow! This is AWESOME!" I shouted as Bernard flew me over the city. 
"Woohoo!" I was no longer afraid. 
As we laughed, Bernard reminded me that Mama did not know I had left home 
and that he needed to get me back to my porch quickly. About that time, I heard, 
"Meow," from the branch on which I climbed into the tree. 
"Fluffy, you silly kitten. Come here and I will keep you safe until we get home." 
As Bernard hovered beside my back porch, Fluffy and I climbed off using the 
same branch we had used minutes ago to climb aboard. "Can you take me to see the 
Statue of Liberty next time?" 
"There is no limit to our future adventures, my new friend," Bernard said as he 
slowly floated to his place in my back yard. 
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My Lunch Ate My Homework! 
The first day back to school after winter break, Bob was supposed to turn in an 
essay about the first five presidents of the United States. He worked really hard on the 
assignment and hoped to achieve a high score. After all, he was the smartest boy in the 
class, but he was also the class clown. 
Before school that morning, his mother had packed his lunch since he did not 
want to eat in the school cafeteria. Little did he know what would happen. 
While riding the school bus that morning, he and his best friend, Jacob, sat 
together chattering about the fun times they had experienced during Winter break. They 
did not even notice the wiggling motion of Bob's backpack as it squirmed between them 
on the seat. When they arrived to school, they grabbed their bags, walked quickly to their 
classroom, placed their backpacks in their lockers, and took their seats. 
Just as math class was beginning, Bob resumed his natural place as class clown 
when he began making strange noises with his mouth every time Mrs. Zooker turned her 
back to the class. Trying to ignore him, she continued with her lesson. Finally, the sudden 
outburst of laughter was so loud, Mrs. Zooker had no choice but to stop class for a 
moment. 
"One of these days, Bob, there will be a time when people will mistake your 
words and actions as jokes when you are being serious." 
"Oh, Mrs. Zooker, it'll be okay." 
As math class ended, Bob remembered that he had not taken his history report out 
of his backpack, and it was time to turn it in to be graded. 
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"Where is it? I know I put it in here," he said as he frantically looked through his 
backpack for the folder in which he had placed the essay. He noticed something strange. 
The top half of his essay looked like someone, or something, had bitten it. 
At that time, Mrs. Zooker armounced that it was time to line up for lunch. Bob 
took his lunchbox out of the backpack and got in line. When he made it to the lunch room 
and sat at the table, he noticed that the lunchbox was not completely closed. Puzzled, he 
opened it the rest of the way. In it, he found a bag of homemade riced cereal treats, a 
bowl of refried beans, and a sardine sandwich which was half-way out of the the 
sandwich bag. Oddly, he also noticed that there were tiny pieces of paper in the bottom of 
the box. 
When he noticed a small piece of paper hanging slightly out of the middle of the 
sandwich, he pulled the bread apart. "There it is!!!! I found the top half of my essay torn 
into small shreds of mush!!!" He turned to Ms. Zooker who was sitting at the opposite 
end of the table. 
"Mrs. Zooker! Mrs. Zooooookeeeerrr!" he shouted so she could hear him over the 
noise in the lunch room. 
"Bob, you need to eat your lunch so you will not be hungry this afternoon," she 
replied softly, yet with a firm stare at him. 
"But, Mrs. Zooker ... " 
"Bob, eat your lunch. We are about to return to our room for our history lesson," 
she insisted. 
He tried to talk to her again, but he did not know how to tell her about his 
mysterious discovery. Even though he enjoyed making others laugh, he did not want to 
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get in trouble on the first day back in school. The students returned to their room, but Bob 
remained hungry since he had been unable to eat. Mrs. Zooker asked the students to turn 
in their essays. 
Loudly, Bob blurted out, "Mrs. Zooker, my lunch ate my homework!" 
Everyone in the class began laughing hysterically. Nobody believed him, even 
after he told them about his findings. He pleaded his case with hei', but she would not 
give in to his ideas. 
"Bob, I am about to give you a zero for the essay if you do not let me have it right 
now." 
"Okay, Mrs. Zooker, but remember, you ASKED for it!" He dumped out all of the 
sardine covered pieces of his essay, including the slivers of mushy paper he had found 
inside the lunch bag. Mrs. Zooker screamed with disgust while Bob's classmates once 
again roared with laughter. 
At the end of the day, Bob was allowed time to talk to Mrs. Zooker alone, but the 
day's event remained a mystery. The world may never know the truth about how Bob's 
lunch ate his homework. 
I WILL BE A ROCK STAR 
I will be a rock star in my classroom. 
I wonder how I will use all of the knowledge gained from the JSU WP. 
I hear how some schools do not have enough technology. 
I see demonstrations of how devices can be used. 
I want to be able to use everything I have learned. 
I will be a rock star in my classroom. 
I pretend that I am a superhero. 
I feel the frustration of Internet connection issues. 
I touch my new Mac. 
I worry that I will NEVER be able to remember how to use it. 
I cry when no one is looking. 
I will be a rock star in my classroom. 
I understand that all of my students will not learn the same way. 
I say, "Its okay, let me help you try again." 
I dream that my future students will all do well. 
I try to learn new programs to engage them in class. 
I hope I will succeed. 





I try to work 
What is it I hear? 
Far and near 
It's not always clear 
The things I hold dear 




What is it I hear? 
A shrill 
A scream 
And everyone's mean 




What is it I hear? NOISE! 
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At the Writing Project 
(To the tune of "I'll Fly Away") 
In the mor-ning 
We star-ted with our jour-nals 
At the Writing Pro-ject 
Ho-lly read her 
Nar-ra-tive poem 
At the Writing Pro-ject 
At the Wri-ting Pro-ject we're lear-ning 
A-bout tech-no-lo-gy 
And how we all can teach our stu-dents too 
At the Wri-ting Pro-ject 
Marsha's stu-dent de-mo 
A po-e-try one-pa-ger 
At the Writing Pro-ject 
We broke for lunch 
Then read our work in groups 
At the Wri-ting Pro-ject 
At the Wri-ting Pro-ject we're lear-ning 
A-bout tech-no-lo-gy 
And how we all can teach our stu-dents too 
At the Wri-ting Pro-ject 
At the ta-ble 
We talked tea-ching wri-ting 
At the Writing Pro-ject 
So ma-ny choi-ces 
Oh, Lord what will we d-o 
Af-ter the Writ-ing Proj-ect 
At the Wri-ting Pro-ject we're lear-ning 
A-bout tech-no-lo-gy 
And how we all can teach our stu-dents too 
At the Wri-ting Pro-ject 
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1AM 
I am a daughter, sister, wife, and mother. 
I wonder sometimes how I wear all ofmy shoes. 
I hear desires from everyone. 
I see the things important to me. 
I want my family to succeed. 
I am blessed to be able to help. 
I pretend I am a superhero. 
I feel I can do all things through Clu·ist' s strength. 
I touch my pillow each night and say a prayer. 
I worry about nothing because He provides. 
I cry when others cry. 
I am not perfect. 
I understand right from wrong. 
I say, "Trust in Him and you can't go wrong." 
I dream of being in Heaven someday. 
I try to teach them right from wrong. 
I hope God blesses others the was He has me. 
I am a daughter, sister, wife, and mother. 
Law SO 
D 
New neighbors that she greets 
Not a stranger does she meet 
Few find friends so swell 
Never a secret does she tell 
Nan, Dedra, DeDe, D 
Always waves without a care 
Short spikes in her hair 
Loves, gives, never fails 
Lots oflaughs at the st01y she tells 
Nan, Dedra, DeDe, D 
Her mother, brother, husband too 
They all know what she loves to do 
Shop 'ti! she drops and then some more 
No one could love football any more 
Nan, Dedra, DeDe, D 
Pageant practice, oh, how sweet 
As she gives the girls many treats 
All kids love her and give her praise 
Oh, these are the glorious days 
Nan, Dedra, DeDe, D 
Not a child of her own 
Cared for others who are almost grown 
Kind, compassionate, spunky too 
How many loved her, she never knew 
Nan, Dedra, DeDe, D 
Sudden surprises 
Tears in our eyes 
How she went on her way 
To meet her Savior on that day 
Nan, Dedra, DeDe, D 
Inspired by a dear friend who passed away in the spring of 2012. 
Law SI 
"No one else, no one else 
Can speak the words on your lips 
Drench yourself in words unspoken 
Live your life with arms wide open 
Today is where your book begins 
The rest is still unwritten" 
Natasha Bedingfield 
Linda L-Yle 
I want to be a rock star in my classroom 
I wonder what else is out there 
I hear crickets in the silence 
I see potential greatness 
I want to become 
I am a rock star in my classroom 
I pretend I know what I'm doing 
I feel the stress press in on me 
I touch the vast possibilities 
I wo11'y about the future 
I cry for a dream 
I will be a rock star in my classroom 
I understand that it will take work 
I say that it is possible 
I dream it is true 
I try new ideas 
I hope anew 
I am a rock star in my classroom 
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I Am a Rock Star 
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Electronic Office 
One of my biggest pet peeves about being an adjunct was the absence of an office, a 
place to call my own, a place to leave my junk. By junk, I mean important papers, textbooks, 
handouts, a stapler as well as access to a computer, the Internet, and a printer. Not unlike the 
Apostles of the Bible, I wandered to and fro with no place to lay my head or even my notebook 
at times. At some schools, I didn't even have a school e-mail address and had to give my 
students my personal e-mail address to communicate outside the classroom. I didn't even have 
ready access to a copier. It was frustrating to say the least. 
In the past, I handled this l?y lugging everything around in a bag and trying not to forget 
anything impotiant while developing neck and shoulder issues from the heavy load. Eventually, I 
found an office on wheels ( at least that's what it says on the tag), which allowed me to roll things 
to the classroom except in buildings where there were no elevators and I worked on the second 
floor. Then, I still had to lug the bag up the stairs. It was a slight improvement, emphasis on 
slight. 
Then, I discovered flash drives so that I could store files and carry them with me. I also 
purchased a notebook computer for working on the go. There were still problems with Internet 
access and printing, but I usually had my files with me ... somewhere ... so that I could beg a full-
time co-worker with an office and printer to print for me or I could go to the library to print. This 
was still not ideal because, inevitable , I forgot to save a file to my flash drive. 
Recently, I discovered a better, lighter, way: an electronic office. Now, while Internet 
access and printing can still be an issue, I can at least always have my files in one place. I also 
have developed skills marking papers electronically so that I don't have to print them out to mark 
them, saving me paper, ink, and the need for a printer. Right now I am attending a professional 
development course called the National Writing Project through my local university. As pati of 
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the course, patticipants have to give a teaching demonstration of a lesson plan or project that 
they use in their classes. Through these demonstrations, I have discovered quite a few apps to 
help me organize everything, including bookmarks on my browser, as well as educational 
websites that encourage student engagement and creativity. It's now all available at my 
fingertips, including biogs, file sharing, and video. I was even shown how to record myself 
teaching a lesson on the fly and upload as a video for my students to see. 
While I would still like an actual desk with a printer and Internet access, I find the 
information learned through the Writing Project has been really freeing for me and has opened a 
world of possibilities. I know I'm probably behind more technologically savvy folks, but I'm 
catching up and making the most of what I do have. At the very least, my bag is a little lighter, 
and it may save me a trip to the chiropractor. 
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Modernism by Example 
Overview 
Modernism, as defined by the Merriam-Webster Dictionary, is modern artistic or 
literary philosophy and practice; especially ; a self-conscious break with the past 
and a search for new forms of expression. It is a term that can be applied to 
virtually all of the mis, including the following: 
□ Architecture 
□ Art 
,iJ. In architecture, the best-known modernist is Frank Lloyd Wright. 
The main characteristics of modern architecture are simplification 
of form and absence of applied decoration. 
iol,, In art, Modernism is characterized by a break with conventions of 
representational art, including perspective, color, and composition. 
One of the best known modern artists was Pablo Picasso. 
□ Music 
• In music, Modernism is characterized by innovation and linguistic 
plurality - no one musical language was dominant. The best 
known musicians of this form are Duke Ellington, Louis 
Armstrong, and Stravinsky. 
□ Literature 
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ii. In literature, Modernism is characterized by the themes of 
fragmentation and isolation and by a break with traditional 
conventions in writing. Major writers of this period include T. S. 
Eliot, Ezra Pound, William Faulkner, and Tennessee Williams. 
Assignment 
Each group will create a 6-10 slide presentation giving examples of 





You must include at least one image and one audio/video file. 
Resources 
"About UDL." CAST, 2008. Web. 10 June 2013. 
Baym, Nina, ed. Norton Anthology of American Literature, Vol. D. New York: 
Notion, 2007. 
"I'm proud to be an American, 
where at least I know I'm free. And I won't forget the 
men who died, who gave that right to me." 





Cotton mills and cow pastures 
Barbie dolls and hide and seek with BB guns 
Memory and make believe 
Girlfriends and Girl Scout camp 
James Taylor and Johrmy Cash 
Eating Grapico ice cream on a lazy summer Sunday 
I am 
Lavender smocked dresses and LauraBeth 
Bicycle baskets and Bethlehem Baptist 
Mimosa trees and marching band 
Quilts and quarters from the ears 
Sunkist and some days 
Reading Trixie Belden on a lazy summer Sunday 
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lam 
Bush hogged acres and baled hay 
Pickle juice and the Pepsi man 
Agent Orange and the Air Force 
Charlie Pride and cross stitched Christmas ornaments 
Doberman Pinchers and dirt road driveways 
Remembering my childhood on a lazy summer Sunday 
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A Journey into Portfolios 
As a fellow in the JSU Writing Project, I was required to complete eight 
annotated bibliographies. Searching the book laden shelves, one work jumped out at me: 
The Whole Sto1y: Teachers Talk about Portfolios. Reading the introduction, I was 
hooked. Through portfolios I could authentically assess my students without the 
"traditional hierarchy of .... teacher charting and goal-setting" and the "peg-in-the-hole 
test scores" of today's standardized tests (Smith and Juska 2). I never imagined that one 
book would provide the spark that would lead me to research a way to change my entire 
philosophy about how I evaluate writing and learning in my classroom. 
What is a portfolio? Portfolios have traditionally been used by mtists, architects, 
models, etc. as a way to display their skills to a potential employer. In a classroom 
setting, a pottfolio is where curriculum, instruction, and assessment intersect. The 
intersection creates artifacts of the students' progress (Cole et al. 9). Based on my new 
knowledge of pottfolios, I feel that the assessment of these mtifacts is closer to real life 
evaluation. 
Why use portfolios? Po1tfolios create cause for reflection. Reflection can be two 
fold. First, the portfolio system is a reflection of classroom teaching. In today's push 
toward more teacher evaluation, portfolios are a reflection of curriculum taught and 
learned. Also, the pottfolios allow students to reflect on their own work. In the past, 
students turned in writing to be graded by the teacher. The writing was returned and the 
learning stopped. Through the pottfolio system, students are allowed to not only reflect 
on and evaluate their own work, but to make changes to it. This helps the writer to build 
on strengths and correct weaknesses. 
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Portfolios also allow insttuctors to teach students about the craft of writing 
through the writing process. Teachers can create mini-lessons that focus on weaknesses 
pointed out during student reflection. Mini-lessons can include workshops on metaphors 
and similes, professional and student examples of good writing, or class discussion 
featuring the use of dialogue in writing. All of these techniques involve both the teacher 
and student in the process. 
Finally, portfolios give students responsibility and choice. By choosing what to 
include in their portfolio or choosing which pieces to refine, students are given 
responsibility through choice. Ownership of their portfolio leads to ownership of their 
education (Cole et al. 15). I am looking forward to leading my students to success 
through a journey of p01ifolios. 
Works Cited 
Cole, Donna J., Charles W. Ryan, Fran Kirk, and Bonnie K. Mathies. Po1ifolios 
Across the Curriculum and Beyond. 2nd ed. Thousand Oaks: Corwin Press, Inc., 2000. 
Print. 
Smith, Mary A., and Jane Juska, eds. The Whole St01y: Teachers Talk About Po1ifolios. 
Berkely: National Writing Project, 2001. Print. 
Jennifer Monroe 
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"Jennifer, this is Mr. B. I have a huge favor to ask of you." 
The voice on the other end of the line was one that I usually only heard over a 
megaphone from high atop what we on the field lovingly referred to as the Tower of 
Power. A million questions filled my mind as I wondered why my college band director 
would need something from me. 
"We have a clarinet player who is having heart problems. We need someone to 
fill her spot for the rest of the season. Can you come to practice tomorrow? By the way, 
we have two performances Saturday-BOA in the Georgia Dome and Golden River in 
Tallapoosa, Georgia. I know you are doing your student teaching, but ... " 
Standing in Paul Snow Stadium during Thursday night rehearsal, I felt the rush of 
all those previous autumn practices. I was placed in the clarinet player's spot and given a 
shmt set of instrnctions just as the drum major counted the quick rhythm. Rehearsal was a 
swirl of sight and sound. By the end of rehearsal, my heart was pounding, my feet were 
throbbing, and my mind was spinning. Two hours and one full run-tlU'ough later, I felt 
somewhat frazzled but prepared. 
The familiar smell of diesel accosted my nose early Saturday morning as I 
climbed aboard the first in a line often charter buses headed east. I tried to sleep, but the 
mix of diesel and nervousness turned my stomach into a pit of bouncy balls. Over and 
over in my mind, I replayed each step, each pivot, each halt. It was on that bus that I 
realized I was afraid, not because I didn't want to appear a fool ifI messed up, but that I 
didn't want to destroy the image that the Marching Southerners had worked for years to 
build. Many hours of literal blood, sweat, and tears went into every show. That work 
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ethic, that tradition, that family had turned me into the person I was, now speeding down 
I-20 with 300 ofmy closest friends. 
By noon, sweat was seeping down into the wool uniform I had worn for the 
previous four years. The bottoms of my patent leather shoes were sufficiently scuffed, 
and I had stretched five different ways with five different people. Within minutes, we 
were lined up and marching through the tunnel at a four-step interval to the familiar drum 
cadence. We marched into our opening formation as high schoolers from across the 
Southeast jumped to their feet and screamed at the top of their lungs. Then I heard that 
famous phrase: 
"And now the moment you've all been waiting for. .. the Maaarchiiiiiiing 
Southerneeeeerrrrrs ! " 
It seemed to be over as soon as it started. Relief swept over me as I locked arms 
with my section and sang "I'll Fly Away" in the Georgia Dome. I wept. I had done it. I 
had given it my all. 
Then as the applause died down, I heard a fellow Southerner say, " I can't wait to 
perform tonight at Golden River!" 
(J)ec{aring Our Independence 
Jennifer :Jvlonroe 
Jen monroe@ec6oe.org 
JSV Writing <Project 
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Common Core Standards (Grade 10): 
RI 9-10.1 Cite strong and thorough textual evidence to support analysis of what the text says 
explicitly as well as inferences drawn from the text. 
RI 9-10.4 Determine the meaning of words and phrases as they are used in a text, including 
figurative, connotative, and technical meanings; analyze the cumulative impact of specific word 
choices on meaning and tone. 
RI 9-10.5 Analyze how an author's ideas or claims are developed and defined by particular 
sentences, paragraphs, or larger portions of a text. 
RI 9-10.6 Determine an author's point of view or purpose in a text and analyze how an author 
uses rhetoric to advance that point of view or purpose. 
RI 9-10.10 Read and comprehend literary nonfiction. 
W 9-10.1 Write arguments to support claims in an analysis of substantive topics or texts, using 
valid reasoning and relevant and sufficient evidence. 
W 9-10 .4 Produce clear and coherent writing in which the development, organization, and style 
are appropriate to task, purpose, and audience. 
W 9-10.10 Write routinely over extended time frames for a range of tasks, purposes, and 
audiences 
SL 9-10.1 Initiate and participate effectively in a range of collaborative discussions. 
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SL 9-10.4 Present information, findings, and suppotting evidence clearly, concisely, and 
logically such that the listener can follow the line of reasoning and the organization, 
development, substance, and style are appropriate to purpose, audience, and task. 
L 9-10.1 Demonstrate command of the conventions of standard English grammar and usage 
when writing or speaking. 
Objectives: 
1. Read and interpret the Declaration 
2. Identify and analyze parallelism 
3. Express understanding through writing and speaking 
4. Create a persuasive document through writing and speaking 
• Introductory Activity: 10 minutes 
o Teams create game 
o Game is judged by teacher 
• PowerPoint: 10 minutes 
o Introduction to 
• The timeline that led to the Declaration 
• Thomas Jefferson 




• Discussion of the Declaration of Independence: 10 minutes 
o Parallelism Activity 
• A Visit with Queen Monroebella: 10 minutes 
o Role-play Activity 
• Declare your Independence: 30 minutes 
o Writing Activity 
• Presentation of Declarations: 10 minutes 
• Closing Video: 6 minutes 
Resources: 
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Jefferson, Thomas. "from The Autobiography of the Declaration oflndependence. "Elements of 
Literature: Volume I Ed. Holt, Rinehmi, and Winston: 2008. 
USASSB4ever. "The Declaration oflndependence by the NFL." Online Video. YouTube. 
Yourube, 3 Aug. 2008. Web. 16 June 2013. 
"I'd rather be a comma than a full stop." 
Coldplay, "Every Teardrop Is a Waterfall" 
I Am a Rock Star 
I am a rock star in my classroom. 
I wonder how much more I can push my students (and myself). 
I hear light bulbs popping. 
I see looks of puzzlement, wonder, and surprise. 
I want that look on every face. 
I am a rock star in my classroom. 
I pretend that I don't know things so they have to figure it out for themselves. 
I feel proud when they accept that challenge. 
I touch minds every day. 
I worry about those minds I cannot touch. 
I cry when I see minds that are closed. 
I hope to be a rock star for every student. 
I understand that my students need someone to listen to them. 
I say, "Teach me how to make what I'm teaching relevant to you." 
I dream that some day school will be an exciting place to be. 
I try to give my students power over their learning. 
I hope that someday every classroom will be relevant for every student. 
I will be a rock star for every student. 
Sasser 
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A Move from the Factory Model to the Maker Movement in the Classroom 
In my last blog post, I discussed the classroom as makerspace. The maker 
movement takes its cue directly from John Dewey's theory of learning by doing: 
"The school must represent present life--life as real and vital to the child as that which he 
carries on in the home, in the neighborhood, or on the playground." 
While Dewey is still a common read for students of education, many of today's 
classrooms are a far cry from Dewey's vision. As the publisher of Make magazine, Dale 
Doughetty, points out: "Schools seem to have forgotten that students learn best when 
they are engaged; in fact, the biggest problem in schools is boredom. Students sit 
passively, expected to absorb all the content that is thrown at them without much context. 
The context that's missing is the real world." One of the driving forces behind this 
contextless content vacuum is the centralization and standardization of education, which 
developed in tandem with the Industrial Revolution. As a result, according to Steve 
Wheeler, today's schools specialize in what he terms a "manufactured 
education:"synchronization of behavior, compartmentalization of content and skills, and 
centralization of power and knowledge (in the form of the teacher). This kind of 
education minors the processes inherent in the factory model and is, Wheeler contends, 
still viewed as "the most efficient, cost-effective way to train the workforce for the 
future." One example that Sir Ken Robinson provides of how the factory model shaped 
our education practices is that of educating children in batches by age ( or, as Robinson 
terms it, "date of manufacture"). Both Wheeler and Robinson argue that we should be 
educating children based on their abilities and not their date of bitih. 
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Another component of education born out of the industrial age is standardization. 
Factory workers needed to be docile and subservient to their superiors in order to 
maintain both efficiency and quality standards ( out-of-the-box thinkers need not have 
applied). To this end, the classroom was modeled upon militaty standards of orderliness, 
routine, and conformity. In "Rethinking Education as the Practice of Freedom: Paulo 
Freire and the Promise of Critical Pedagogy," Henry A. Giroux contends that "pedagogy 
is now subordinated to the nanow regime of teaching to the test coupled with an often 
harsh system of disciplinary control, both of which mutually reinforce each other. ... 
Too many classrooms at all levels of schooling now resemble a 'dead zone,' where any 
vestige of critical thinking, self-reflection and imagination quickly migrate to sites 
outside of the school." Such ways of thinking not only threaten the order and routine but 
are also hard to quantify and standardize. Our current assessment models minor this need 
for military-like precision, with everything reduced to one correct answer (Dougherty). In 
this system, Dougherty points out, "the test has become a substitute for direct 
experience,'' and, as a result, "many kids have come to see school as isolated and 
atiificial, disconnected from the community." In other words, the complete opposite of 
Dewey's theory of what education should be. 
The major problem with this focus on a factory model of education--aside from 
the student boredom and apathy that it engenders--is that we are no longer an industrial 
society. Instead, we have transitioned into what Alvin Toffler describes as the third wave 
of civilization; this civilization has written "a new code of behavior for us and carries us 
beyond standardization, synchonisation and centralization, beyond the concentration of 
energy, money and power." This civilization values the imagination and innovative 
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thinking of Steve Jobs over the docile, routinized behavior of the factory worker. But 
most classroom environments do not reflect these values and deny students the kind of 
education advocated by Paulo Freire, who "rejected regimes of educational degradation 
organized around the demands of market, instrnmentalized knowledge and the priority of 
training over the pursuit of imagination, critical thinking and the teaching of freedom and 
social responsibility" (Giroux). But imagination, critical thinking, and the ability to lead a 
self-managed life are the very abilities necessary for success and active patticipation in 
the new civilization. 
The current need to measure and standardize narrows our focus on what teachers 
and students can do in the classroom and what qualifies as "learning." Learning must be 
something we can see and measure and weigh and scale and stamp with a degree of 
correctness. But critical thinking and imagination are not easily quantified and are 
therefore suspect and resisted. This is where the maker movement can be essential to 
bridging the gap between the need to assess and the need to reinvigorate the kinds of 
thinking and doing we ask of our students. As Doughetty argues, '"Making creates 
evidence of learning.' The thing you make ... is evidence that you did something, and 
there is also an entire process behind making that can be talked about and shared with 
others." These processes and the thinking behind them are the very things that I am now 
trying to focus my students on by integrating such practices as the research slam, 
challenge-based learning, and the kinds of in-class maker activities discussed in my last 
post. It can be a challenge for students who have been inculcated in the factory model of 
learning for twelve or more years, but the challenge and strnggle is, I have found, well 
wotth the end result. 
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Role-Play Writing in the Classroom 
Role-Play Writing Lesson Outline 
Learning Outcomes: 
• To develop skills in the writing of compositions based upon reading and 
interpreting literary genres 
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• To develop skills in grammar, spelling, vocabulary, and mechanics of effective 
writing 
• To develop organizational skills necessary for correct, clear writing 
• To become familiar with three basic genres-sh01t story, poetry, and drama-in 
American, British, and world literatures 
Materials needed: 
• Role-play writing slideshow & slideshow equipment 
• Copies of model text (a short poem that applies to all roles works best) 
• Copies of assignment guidelines 
• Copies of poems, short stories, or one-act plays 
• Computers or tablets ( optional) 
1. Overview of available roles and habits of mind (15 mins.) 
2. Whole-class role-play walktlu·ough (IO min. small group collaboration+ IO min. 
whole-class sharing and discussion) 
3. Small group role-play writing (40 mins.) 
4. Sharing and discussion of role-play writing (15 mins.) 
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Possible Student Resources 
Glogster (viitual poster or bulletin board) 
Facebook, Twitter, or Google+ (social media) 
Blogger or Weebly (free blogging platforms) 
Fodey (newspaper clipping creator) 
Padlet (virtual bulletin board) 
Google Sites or Weebly (free website creation) 
Prezi (presentation creation) 
Creaza (suite of web 2.0 tools, including a movie maker) 
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Fun, Flow, and Fiero: Achieving the Impossible in the Classroom through Games-
Based Learning 
There are three games-based learning concepts are especially relevant to 
encouraging engagement in the classroom: fun, flow, and fiero. Obviously, the first two 
concepts are not unique to games, and while the last is, it is also easily applicable to all 
classes, gamified or not. To better understand how each is relevant to the 21 st century 
classroom, we should examine each as it is designed for and experienced within the game 
context and consider how we as teachers can adopt and adapt the design principles that 
encourage each. 
Fun 
Learning doesn't have to be fun. In fact, sometimes the best and most powerful 
learning is decidedly not fun, not in the most basic sense of the word. This instant 
gratification kind of fun is, in game design, termed easy fun. It is often triggered by 
novelty and a desire to explore the novel situation and/or environment. As we all know, 
novelty can quickly wear off. As a child, I was always excited about the first day of 
classes at the beginning of eaeh new school year (and still am so as a teacher at the 
beginning of each new semester). I loved the excitement and busyness, the new school 
supplies and clothes, the new people and subjects. I'd rush home every day and 
immediately do my homework. But by the third week of school, the novelty had become 
routine. The supplies and clothes were used, the people and subjects were the status quo, 
the homework was work. Easy fun can only hold our attention for so long. So, it's a 
mistake to think that throwing some games or game-like experiences into a course will 
make it more fun. For fun to work as a long-term design principle, the easy fun has to be 
balanced with some hard fun. 
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Hard fun doesn't always feel like fun, though sometimes it can. Hard fun is that 
bit of fussy code we just can't get right. Or that level in Lego Hany Potter where we just 
can't find that last piece of the house crest. Despite the frustration, we keep at it because 
the payoff is, in the end, worth all of the time, effort, and frustration it took. Hard fun 
works because it challenges us to meet a specific goal, either one we establish for 
ourselves or one established for us, and it rewards us once we reach that goal (with a 
sense of personal worth, strength, or intelligence and/or with an extrinsic reward of some 
kind). The best courses will allow and encourage students to experience hard fun. We 
learn best when we are experiencing cognitive disfluency (Sasser). But, in integrating 
hard fun into our courses, we have to teach our students to embrace the frustration. After 
all, they're perfectly capable of struggling through five straight hours of trying to level up 
in Halo. Our quest must become to make the rewards of struggling through the 
challenges we create for them in class as equally gratifying. 
Flow 
Flow is, according to Mihaly Csikszentmiahalyi, the secret to happiness. So, 
there's that million year-old mystery solved. Now to solve the mystery of how to design a 
course that will make students happy (I mean flow-happy, not superficially happy 
because the class is easy or they make A's or they don't have to show up because you 
don't take roll). Flow is a tricky, sneaky, elusive experience. It's much akin to C.S. 
Lewis's joy, in that as soon as we sense it, it disappears. It can't be predicted and it can't 
be willed. But we can be open to it. In game design, flow is inextricably linked to fun. As 
Zac Hill points out in "Sculpting Flow and Fiero," It turns out that you can design "play" 
along something called an engagement curve, which basically means that (as a game 
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designer) you present challenges to people in roughly the order they're equipped to 
handle them. In the moments where the challenges we face match up almost exactly with 
our ability to overcome them, we can be said to be inflow. 
If you're an educator, then this game-designer language probably sounds very familiar. 
Our psychological theories of learning tell us much the same thing in terms of the 
importance of matching learner with learning goal. But each and every day, millions of 
educators stmggle to do so and watch as our students become more and more disengaged 
while each and every day, millions of gamers are being matched to the perfect challenge 
and experiencing flow. What do game designers know that we don't? 
Csikszentmihalyi offers some enlightenment: 
Csikszentmihalyi found that central to the flow experience were three factors: 
clear goals, rigidly defined mies of engagement, and the potential for measured 
improvement in the context of those goals and mies. The more straightforward 
and clearly defined each of these are, the more conducive to flow the overall 
experience becomes. Moreover, due to the engagement curve we talked about 
earlier, each of these variables needs to be robust; that is, as your investment into 
the game deepens, the challenges put forth to you should rise correspondingly in 
prop01iion to your burgeoning understanding. (Hill) 
Again, pretty familiar concepts. We in education know all about clearly defined goals 
(we call them objectives or learning outcomes), rigidly defined rules of engagement 
(we're nothing if not rigid), and measured improvement (we just love measuring things 
and, in fact, if it's not measurable, we're suspicious of it). But, here's what game designers 




In delineating the components t list hat must be present for a player to experience 
fiero, the authors of"Achieving Fiero Monments in Collegial Gaming Communities" list 
several player behaviors that are often missing when educators create their clearly 
defined objectives with rigid rnles of engagement and measurable outcomes: 
The People/Players 
• Are actively engaged/enthralled in complex, job-embedded or game-
embedded/immersed learning or work. 
• Are engaged in work that serves a greater purpose or greater good. 
• Are provided with specific and immediate feedback about the results of 
their efforts and actions. 
• Are intrinsically captivated by the mission and the work they are doing. 
• Realize that what they are doing is making a difference in helping them 
to achieve their personal or collective goals. (Vojtek et al.) 
Like flow, fiero is elusive and cannot be planned for or predicated. But when players are 
experiencing the above aspects of hard fun, they are much more likely to experience flow 
and, consequently, are primed to also experience fiero. I've made what I consider the key 
words in the above list bold because I think they are the key difference between game-
based learning and classroom-based learning. 
In games, players are actively doing complex work in an immersive environment 
(not reading instructions or listening to lectures or completing worksheets or taking 
standardized exams). The work that they are doing is serving a greater purpose or greater 
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good within the game environment (whereas much of the work they do in the classroom 
serves no purpose beyond the classroom and that purpose itself is temporary). They 
receive specific, immediate feedback via experience points (XP), leveling-up, or 
unlocking resources, all rewards (rather than punishments) that help them to work 
smarter in later parts of the game; even failure is a learning experience and forces the 
player to work harder and/or smaiter. Players' motivation is intrinsic (no amount ofXP or 
resources could induce a player to continue playing a boring game) because they have a 
mission that they have bought into because at some level it is relevant to them. And, 
lastly, gamers have to become meta-gamers; in other words, they have to constantly self-
assess their game play and change strategies as needed. They must and can do this 
because the game has awarded them autonomy. While the rules of the game may be very 
rigidly defined, how the player chooses to interact with those rules is really what playing 
the game is all about. If games were standardized experiences for every player, no one 
would play them. Games allow each game player to develop his or her own set of goals. 
Even more complex multiplayer games require that players adopt and work toward 
collective goals, building what Jane McGonigal terms a social fabric. But, whether 
striving towards personal or collective goals, the nature of games requires that there's a 
constant reassessment of those goals within the context of ever-changing circumstances 
(new levels, new quests, new enemies, new resources, new collectives, etc.). 
Gamers are good at thinking on their feet and critically assessing their 
environment, their information, and their strategies. They are intrinsically invested in 
impo1tant missions with goals that aren't easy to achieve; in fact, the more complex the 
struggle to reach the goal, the more invested gamers become. Gamers are constantly self-
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assessing based on the feedback they are receiving. And, when called upon to do so, they 
are willing to collaborate with others to achieve a common goal. They can manage 
resources, look failure in the eyes without flinching, withstand hours of frustration, and 
often become so immersed in their work that they lose track of time and feel at one with 
the universe. Who wouldn't want a class full of gamers? What educator doesn't dream of 
students with these skills and dispositions? 
Guess what? More than likely, your dream has already come true because the 
majority of students sitting in your classroom are gamers. You don't have to make your 
class a game to try to convince them to play it. But, just like those who design games, 
you do have to offer something that's wotth their time and effort. If it's fun (both the easy 
and the hard kind) and affords them opportunities to experience both flow and fiero, then 
you may just find that they're willing to take you up on the challenge. 
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Allen, Janet. Words. Words, Words. York, Maine. Stenhouse Publishers. 1999. Print. 
Janet Allen identifies several things that are needed for retention of vocabulary: 
integration, repetition, and meaningful use. She addresses the fact that there are different levels 
of understanding which make a big difference in word usage by students. She provides many 
strategies and activities for vocabulary instrnction with graphic organizers and student examples. 
Her idea of what vocabulary instruction looks like in a classroom includes word walls and 
connecting the words to the students' lives. The book also contains many games and assessment 
ideas. 
Shannon Clark 
Donen, Tony, Jennifer Anton, Lisa Beard, Todd Stinson, and Glenda Sullivan. Grades Don't 
Matter: Using Assessment to Measure True Learning. Nashville: Armour & Armour 
Publications, 2010. 
As educator we understand that grades are not always reflective of what a student has learned, 
but parents and administrators often "demand" standardized grades. This book is written by the 
principal at Fairview High School, Tony Donen, and several of his teachers. Donen realized one 
day that the grades he was reviewing did not truly represent what the students had learned. He 
assembled a group of his "seasoned" teachers to "think outside the box" and develop a solution 
to this problem. Grades Don't Matter: Using Assessment to Measure True Learning is their 
solution. They developed a "Mastery Scale" that would use rubrics to clearly explain 
expectations and open dialogues for feedback to the students.from the teachers. This book gives 
examples of how this principal and his teachers made changes to the way they taught and 
assessed their students learning. It tells you what went well and what did not. They also share 
the past four years summative test scores and how they have been making positive strides. This 
would be a great book for a school-wide book study. 
Rachel Farley 
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Heitin, Liana. "Writing Re-Launched: Teaching with Digital Tools." April 2011. Education 
Week. 17 June 2013<http://www.edweek.org/tsb/articles/2011/04/04/02digital.h04.html>. 
In the article "Writing Re-Launched: Teaching with Digital Tools," Liana Heitin explains 
how "the nature of writing has shifted in recent years." Lengthy reports are outdated, and more 
and more required writing is done online, such as applications. Schools are now playing catch-
up. Students have been expected to write with pen, paper and dictionary, and for all practicality, 
they only use this method in the classroom. Letters are now often composed on a smartphone or 
email. Students encounter digital writing throughout their daily lives. Teachers may argue that 
they teach writing without technology because of lack of funding or the pressures of standardized 
. testing; however, education experts are pointing out that teaching writing with a digital 
component is crncial in preparing students for college and/or career. Many research projects are 
now being transformed into multimedia presentations. Some teachers are finding that 
incorporating digital writing skills is promoting student creativity and ownership. 
Holley Harmon 
Herrington, A., Kevin Hodgson, and Charles Moran. Teaching the New Writing: 
Technology, Change, and Assessment in the 21''-Centwy Classroom. New York: 
Teachers College Press, 2009. Print. 
Chapter Five, "Be a Blogger: Social Networking in the Classroom," was written by Paul 
Allison (75-91). He shares how blogging "creates a meaningful, dialogic, motivating 
environment" for students to improve skills of writing, reading, research, response, and 
technology. In the first half of the chapter, he highlights the work of a journalism student, 
carefully sharing details about the technology and research she used for her creations. This helps 
his readers learn more about the blogging process. In the last half of the chapter, he paints a 
picture of a blogging class. The information he shares may also be used in other writing classes 
since they are versatile. He walks readers through steps for teaching various technological tools 
and lists thought-provoking examples of comments and questions he uses to entice improvement 
in the writing process. Allison includes a chart he created to assist readers in following the 
outline he described in the chapter. He absolutely convinces his readers to adopt many of his 
ideas. 
Marsha Law 
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Fisher, Alec. Critical Thinking: An Introduction. New York: Cambridge, 2007. Print. 
This book aims to teach critical thinking skills explicitly and directly in a way that can be 
transferred across the curriculum. The author works through each concept involved in critical 
thinking and offers exercises for each one, comparing teaching critical thinking to teaching 
someone how to play basketball for the first time. You don't learn everything at once. You 
sharpen different skills, such as dribbling, passing, shooting, and defense, and then begin to 
combine them as you practice. This book could be used as a textbook on its own, in combination 
with others, or as an added resource for a unit lesson. 
Linda Lyle 
Burke, Jim. Reading Reminders. Portsmouth: Boynton/Cook Publishers. 2000. Print 
In this book, Jim Burke outlines over one hundred strategies for teachers of reading. 
Among these strategies are ways to establish a reading culture, how to teach and support teacher, 
and how to evaluate your students as well as yourself. It also gives ideas on how to help students 
develop their own reading strategies. This book is full of useful examples and techniques that can 
be used instantly in every high school English class. This is a must use book. 
This book offers an alternative way of evaluating student work. That alternative is the pottfolio: 
where "curriculum, instruction, and assessment intersect (9)." Each chapter has both objectives 
and summaries. The author explains very well the inner workings of a portfolio: the definition, 
the planning, the selecting, and the reflecting. This book also covers gamut, ending with options 
of po1tfolios for the professional educator as well. 
Jennifer Monroe 
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Frost, Alanna, Jule A. Myatt, and Stephen Smith. "Multiple Modes of Production in a 
College Writing Class." Teaching the New Writing: Technology, Change, and 
Assessment in the 21'1 Centwy Classroom. Eds. Anne Herrington, Kevin 
Hodgson, and Charles Moran. Berkeley, CA: The National Writing Project, 
2009. 181-197. Print. 
The authors begin by summarizing the recommendation by the Council of Writing Program 
Administrators to teach students how to "use conventions of format and structure appropriate to 
the rhetorical situation," and how that means broadening our definition of what it means to write, 
what and how we allow and encourage students to write, and how we teach writing (181). For a 
first step, the authors recommend using the term composition rather than writing to describe what 
we expect students to do in first-year writing courses; this change in terminology de-emphasizes 
written texts and places the focus on the behaviors and processes inherent in the act of 
communicating ideas and arguments, as well as critical decisions that must be made in terms of 
the mode and media used to do so. One of the authors outlines misconceptions that she brought 
to the classroom when it came to having students compose using multimodalities that proved to 
be false, including the misconception that she had to learn how to use all of the technologies and 
software that students might need or want to use and that she needed to dramatically change her 
pedagogical practices when switching from a purely text-based composition instruction to a 
multimodal one. Another author developed what she terms the hybrid essay, which attempts to 
"bridge the gap between the kinds of compositions students have been called upon to create in 
school and those they will be charged with creating in the future" (186). The authors conclude by 
arguing that the goal of writing instruction in the 21 st century should be encourage and empower 
students to become bricoleurs, "builder[ s] of messages in multiple modes" (190). 
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